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A Q-MANIFOLD LOCAL-COMPACTIFICATION
OF A METRIC COMBINATORIAL co-MANIFOLD

KATSURO SAKAI

ABSTRACT. Let if be a combinatorial oo-manifold, that is, a countable sim-

plicial complex such that the star of each vertex is combinatorially equivalent

to the countable-infinite full simplicial complex. Then the space \K\m with the

metric topology is a manifold modeled on the space o, where a is the subspace

of the Hubert cube Q = Iu which consists of all points having at most finitely

many nonzero coordinates. In this paper, we give a local-compactification of

\K\m which is a [0, l)-stable Q-manifold containing \K\m as an f.d. cap set.

0. Introduction. Let X be a metric space with a metric ci. A closed subset A

of X is called a Z-set in X if for each e > 0 and each map / : In —► X, n e N, there

is a map j:/"->X\i with d(f, g) < e. An f.d. cap set for X is a subset M of

X such that M — U^Li Mn where Mi C M2 C • • • is a tower of finite-dimensional

compact Z-sets in X and for each e > 0, each m e N, and each finite-dimensional

compact subset A of X, there is an n e N and an embedding h : A —> Mn such

that h\A n Mm = id and d(h, id) < e [An and Chi]. Let a denote the subspace of

the Hubert cube Q = Iu which consists of all points having at most finitely many

nonzero coordinates. R. D. Anderson [An] showed that a is an f.d. cap set for Q

and that for any f.d. cap set M for Q there is a homeomorphism of Q onto itself

taking M onto a. A Hubert cube manifold (or Q-manifold) is a separable manifold

modeled on the Hubert cube Q. A separable manifold modeled on the space a

is called a a-manifold. T. A. Chapman [Chi] proved that any f.d. cap set for a

Q-manifold is a er-manifold and any cr-manifold can be embedded as an f.d. cap set

for a Q-manifold and that for any f.d. cap sets M and N for a Q-manifold X, there

is a homeomorphism of X onto itself taking M onto N.

Two simplicial complexes are said to be combinatorially equivalent provided

they admit simplicially isomorphic subdivisions. A combinatorial oo-manifold is a

countable simplicial complex such that the star of each vertex is combinatorially

equivalent to the countable-infinite full simplicial complex, namely a co-simplex

[Sai]. For a simplicial complex K, \K\ denotes the underlying set and \K\m denotes

the space |JRT| with the topology induced by the metric

di(x,y) =  ^2 \x(vî ~y(v)l
v€K°

where (x(v))v€ko and (y(v))vexo are the barycentric coordinates of x and y re-

spectively. The author [Sa2, Saß] showed that any <r-manifold is homeomorphic to
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\K\m for some combinatorial oo-manifold K and that a countable simplicial com-

plex K is a combinatorial oo-manifold if and only if \K\m is a cr-manifold. For a

combinatorial co-manifold K, we give here a local-compactification of |Ä"|m which

is a Q-manifold containing \K\m as an f.d. cap set.

Through the paper, K always denotes a countable-infinite simplicial complex

with vertices Vi, i e N. For each x e \K\, we write x¿ = x(vi), i 6 N. Identifying

x e \K\ with (z¿)¿eN e Q, we consider \K\ C Q. The topology of \K\m is clearly

the subspace topology on \K\. Thus \K\m can be considered as a subspace of Q.

Then |Ä"|m has a local-compactification

W\Q" =c\Q\{o}\K\ = (c\Q\K\)\{0},

where 0 denotes the point (0,0,... ) e Q. It is not difficult to see that \K\Q" =

\K\ if and only if K is locally finite. In §1, we show that \K\Q" an ANR local-
compactification of\K\m if K has no principal (maximal) simplex. Our main result

is the following which is proved in §2.

MAIN THEOREM. If K is a combinatorial oo-manifold, then \K\® is a [0,1)-

stable Q-manifold and \K\m is an f.d. cap set for \K\® .

Here we say that a Q-manifold X is [0,1)-stable if X x [0,1) is homeomorphic to

X. T. A. Chapman [Cb.2] showed that [0, l)-stable Q-manifolds are topologically

classified by homotopy type. From this result and the topological uniqueness of f.d.

cap sets for a Q-manifold, it follows that if two combinatorial oo-manifolds K and

L have the same homotopy type, then the pairs i\K\® , \K\m) and i\L\® , \L\m) are

homeomorphic.

The author would like to thank Doug Curtis and V. T. Liem for helpful conver-

sations.

1. The compactification c1q|ä"|.    We use the metric dç for Q defined by

dç(x,y) = supmin{|:r¿ -y^i'1}.
•EN

1.1.   LEMMA.   If K has no principal simplex, then

Í
c\q\K\ = l x e Q I  (1) ^2 Xi < 1 and

I 1=1

(2) vtl,..., vin span a simplex of K if xii,...,xin ^ 0 > .

PROOF. It is easy to see that each x e c\q\K\ satisfies (1) and (2). (Cf. [Sa4,

Lemma 2.2]. This is valid without hypothesis.) Conversely take x e Q satisfying

(1) and (2). For each m G N, let

{ví¡ , ■ ■ ■, vin } = {ví I Xi / 0, i < m).

Then Vil,..., Vin span a simplex of K by (2). Since K has no principal simplex, we

have Vin+1 e K° \ {vit ,...,«<„} such that Vit,..., w¿„+1 span a simplex of K and

in+i > m. Note Xi1 + ■ ■ ■ + xln < 1 by (1). We define y e \K\ as follows:

Xif if i = ij, j — l,...,n,

1 - («f, +-\-xln)    iîi = in + i,

0 otherwise.
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Since Xi = yi for each i = l,..., m, we have dQ(x,y) Km1.   Therefore x e

dQ\K\.    D

1.2. THEOREM. If K has no principal simplex, then c\q\K\ is an AR; hence

\K\Q' is an ANR.

PROOF. Let p: Q x Q ^ Q be a. map defined by

p(x,y)i =mm{xt, yi}, i e N.

Define a map A:QxQx/—>Qas follows:

f (l-2t)x + 2tp(x,y) ifO<i<±,
X(x,y,t) = < ,

I (2t - l)y + (2 - 2i)/i(x, y)    if ± < * < 1.

Then \(x, y, 0) = z, A(x,2/,1) = y and A(i,a:, i) = z for any x,y e Q and tel,

that is, A is an equi-connecting map for Q. Using Lemma 1.1, it is easily seen that

Xic\Q\K\xc\Q\K\xI)cc\Q\K\.

Let x,y,z e c\q\K\ such that dQ(x,z),dç(y,z) < n~l, and let tel. Then for each

i = l,...,n,

\xi - Zi\,\yt - Zi\ < n"1     (<¿_1),

which implies

\p(x,y)i - Zi\ = |min{a;,,^} - z%\ < n"1.

From the definition of A, it follows that

|A(a;,y, í)¿ — Zi\ < n~l    for each i = 1,...,«.

Therefore we have

dQ(X(x,y,t),z) = supmin{|A(x,2/, í)¿ - z¿|,¿-1} < n"1.
t€N

This means the n_1 -neighborhood of 2 in c1q|ä"| is A-convex. By the result of [Du],

c\q\K) is an AR.    D

1.3. REMARKS. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 is essential. In general \K\Q*

is not even locally connected. In fact, if K is the cone over the positive integers

then c1q|/í| is homeomorphic to the cone over {0} U {1/n | n e N}. However, it

is not a necessary condition. Let K be the cone over the complex of the half-open

interval [0, co). Then c1q|.tï| is homeomorphic to a 2-simplex, hence is an AR.

Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2, it can also be shown that the inclusion

\K\m C \K\Q is a weak homotopy equivalence, therefore a homotopy equivalence

(cf. [Sa4, Theorem 2.12]).

2. Proof of the Main Theorem and some remarks. First we prove the

following

2.1. PROPOSITION. Let X be an ANR local- compactification of a a-manifold

M and let d be a metric for X. If for each e > 0 and each compact subset A of X

there is a map h: A —+ M with d(h, id) < £, then X is a Q-manifold and M is an

f.d. cap set for X.

PROOF. H. Toruñczyk [To] characterized Q-manifolds as locally compact ANR's

X with the disjoint approximation property (i.e., any two maps from Q to X can be
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arbitrarily closely approximated by maps whose images are disjoint). The disjoint

approximation property for the cr-manifold M (cf. [Mo]) and the mapping hypoth-

esis imply that X also has the disjoint approximation property and is therefore a

Q-manifold.

Next we will show that M is an f.d. cap set for X. By [Sa2, Lemma 2], M

has a strongly universal tower {Mj}¿£n for finite-dimensional compacta such that

M = \JieN M, and each Mt is a finite-dimensional compact (strong) Z-set in M

(cf. [CDM]). Then the mapping hypothesis implies that each M% is a Z-set in X.

To verify the absorption property of the tower {M¿}¿gn, let A be finite-dimensional

compact subset of X and let m e N and e > 0. Since M is an ANR, there exists

8 > 0 such that any map f: An Mm —► M with d(f, id) < 6 is e/3-homotopic to

the inclusion A fl Mm c M. From the hypothesis, there is a map h: A —> M with

d(h, id) < 6. Then h\A fl Mm is e/3-homotopic to the inclusion A n Mm C M. By

the Homotopy Extension Theorem [Hu, Chapter IV, Theorem 2.2 and its proof],

h is e/3-homotopic to a map j: A —► M with j\A n Mm = id. From the strong

universality of the tower {Mt}iej<¡, we have an embedding g: A —* Mn for some

n > m such that g\A D Mm — j\A n Mm = id and d(g,j) < e/3. Then d(g, id) <

d(<7, Í) + dij, h) + d(h, id) < e. Hence M is an f.d. cap set for X.    D

PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. To verify the hypothesis of Proposition

2.1, let i be a compact subset of |Ä"|^ and e > 0. Since A is closed in Q and

0 fÉ ¿4, we have n € N and 0 < s < 1 such that n_1 < e/3 and each x e A has a

coordinate Xi > s for some t = 1,..., n. Let L be the finite full subcomplex for K

with {vi,... ,vn} = L°, and set

\L\* = {tx\xe \L\,te [s, 1]} C \K~\Q'-

Define a map /: A —> |L|* by

Xi    for i < n,
Mi = ,

0     for i > n.

Then dç(f,id) < n_1 < e/3. Since |Z,| is a compact subset of the tr-manifold

\K\m, \L\ is a Z-set in \K\m. Hence there is a map g: \K\m —> |Ä"|m \ |£| with

dç(g,id) < e/3. Since we have a homeomorphism h: [s, 1] x |L| —» |L|* defined

by h(t,x) = tx, we can define a map <7* : |L|* —► lÄ"!*3 by g*(tx) = ic;(a;). Then

dc¡(g*,id) < c/q(3, id) < e/3. Observe that

g*(|L|*)n{ía;|a:€|I|,í€[O,l]} = 0.

This implies that each x € <j*(|L|*) has a nonzero coordinate z¿ / 0 for some i > n.

From compactness of g*(\L\*), there exists m > n such that each x e g*(\L\*) has

a nonzero coordinate x¿ / 0 for some i = n + l,... ,m. Define a map k: g*(\L\*) —*

\K\m as follows:

Xi for i < n,

k(x)i = <     (l - J2"=i x3) ■ xi/ YJjLn+i x3    for n <i <m,

. 0 for i > m.

Then dç(k, id) < n_1 < e/3. Thus we have a map kg* f: A —► |/T|m. And then

d0(fcffV, id) < dg(*. id) + dQ(g*, id) + d0(/, id) < e.
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By Proposition 2.1, \K\®   is a Q-manifold and \K\m is an f.d. cap set for \K\® .

To verify the [0, Instability of \K~\® , we use Wong's criterion [Wo]. Thus we

show that \K\Q is properly contractible to infinity; that is, for each compact subset

A of \K\® there is a proper homotopy h: \K~\® x / —> \K\® with hr¡ = id and

hi(\K~\Q~) C \K\Q" \ A. For any compact subset A of \K\Q", we have n e N and

0 < s < 1 such that

{x e Q | Xi < s for each i = 1,..., n} fl A = 0.

Define a homotopy h: Q x I —* Q by

h(x,t) = ((l-t) + ts) -x.

Then h0 = id and /i,(Q) n A_= 0. By Lemma 1.1, h(\K\Q" x I) c \K\Q" ■ Thus we

have a proper homotopy h : \K\®" x I —► \K\® with the desired property. Therefore

\K\Q" is [0, Instable.    D
It is natural to ask the following

2.2. QUESTION. // |Ä"|^* is a Q-manifold, then is K a combinatorial co-

manifold?

From the above proof, it follows that \K\Q is [0, l)-stable if \K\® is a Q-

manifold.
For the countable-infinite full simplicial complex A°°, cl^lA°°| is homeomorphic

to Q by Keller's Theorem [Ke]. For each n e N, the identity map of c1q|A°°| is

n_1-close to a map /: c1q|A°°| —► |A°°|m defined by

Mi =
Xi for i < n,

1 - Yh=i xi    f°r » = » + 1,

0 for i > n + 1.

Then as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, |A°°|m is an f.d. cap set for c1q|A°°|. Thus

the pair (clg|A°°|, |A°°|m) is homeomorphic to the pair (Q,ct). More generally, the

following follows from the Main Theorem.

2.3. COROLLARY. For any contractible combinatorial oo-manifold K, the pair

(cIq|ÜT|, |Ä^|m) is homeomorphic to the pair (Q,a).

PROOF. By the Main Theorem, jÄ"]*^* is homeomorphic to Q x [0,1) which is

homeomorphic to Q\ {0}. Since c1q|ÎY| and Q are the one-point compactifications

of \K~\Q and Q \ {0} respectively, they are homeomorphic. Then {0} is a Z-set in

c1q|/Ï|. Since \K\m is an f.d. cap set for \K\Q* = (c1q[ä"|) \ {0}, it is also an f.d.

cap set for cIqIa"!. Thus (c1q|/í|, |Ä"|m) is homeomorphic to (Q,a).    D

However, for a noncontractible combinatorial co-manifold K, c1q|ä"| is not a

Q-manifold because 0 £ clglÄ'l and {0} is not a Z-set in cIq|ä"| (cf. [Sa4]).
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